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Abstract—Optical wireless communication is a powerful 

alternative in local area networks for wireless radio-based 
communication. We explored directional infrared beams which 
each can offer an independent ultra-high capacity 
communication link. Based on diffractive modules, we designed 
and validated wavelength-tunable 2D beam steering techniques 
which readily scale up to beyond hundred beams. 60GHz mm-
wave radio modules were deployed for user device localization 
and upstream communication. We have realized our concept in a 
laboratory setup and validated it with streaming of multiple 
10GbE high-definition video signals. 

Keywords— Optical wireless communication; optical beam 
steering; device localization; video streaming  

I. INTRODUCTION 
Optical wireless communication can bring relief for the 

spectrum congestion which is rapidly becoming a bottleneck in 
radio-based wireless communication networks. By means of 
Visible Light Communication (VLC), no less than 320THz 
wireless spectrum can be released in the 400-700nm 
wavelength range [1]. VLC is typically exploiting (existing) 
illumination systems which are deploying relatively low-
bandwidth LEDs. Moreover, the large footprint of such systems 
implies sharing of its limited data communication capacity by 
multiple devices. An other option is to release the near-IR 
spectrum for which already mature fast fiber-optic components 
are available; the S+L+C bands (1460-1625nm) offer 20.9THz 
bandwidth [2]. By means of carefully directed infrared beams 
with a small footprint, per beam an ultra-high capacity can be 
realized with a small footprint, which thus also connects to a 
single device only and does not need to be shared. Moreover, as 
it only reaches the device for which it is intended, it offers a 
high level of privacy and is very energy-efficient. As infrared 
light beyond 1400nm does not penetrate into the human eye, 
eye safety standards allow emission powers up to 10mW per 
beam, much more than allowable for visible light, thus 
providing a significantly larger power budget and hence much 
higher link capacity. 

We developed several methods to create and direct such 
infrared beams by means of diffractive modules which steer the 
beams two-dimensionally based on their wavelength. We 
explored these techniques in the European Research Council-
funded project BROWSE - Beam-steered Reconfigurable 
Optical-Wireless System for Energy-efficient communication 

[3]. In this paper we report on recent system experiments where 
we used an arrayed waveguide grating router (AWGR)-based 
diffractive module for the wavelength-tuned 2D-steered 
infrared beams for downstream communication, and mm-wave 
60GHz modules for upstream communication and device 
localization.  

II. BROWSE SYSTEM 
Our hybrid BROWSE system concept for ultra-high 

wireless capacity indoor communication is shown in Fig. 1 [2]. 
Within a room, so-called pencil-radiating antennas (PRA-s) can 
each emit multiple narrow IR beams and are fed via the indoor 
optical fiber network by wavelength-tunable transmitters 
located in the central communication controller (CCC). The 
envisaged capacity per beam is at least 10Gbit/s. Adequate 
signal routing to the appropriate PRA is handled by an optical 
crossconnect (OXC). The CCC hosts the intelligence for 
controlling the tuning of the transmitters and the settings of the 
OXC. In the upstream direction, each mobile device uses a 
mm-wave carrier in the 57-64GHz band and via an mm-wave 
antenna close to the PRA communicates with the CCC by 
means of radio-over-fiber techniques. 

 
Fig. 1 Indoor OWC system using λ-controlled 2D-steering of IR beams 

III. BROWSE SYSTEM DEMONSTRATOR 
We have reported 2D beam steering by means of two cross-

aligned diffraction gratings and the achievement of 42Gbit/s 
capacity per beam in [4]. Another concept which we deployed 



for the system demonstrator deploys an AWGR with a single 
input fiber through which multiple wavelength signals can be 
fed and many output fibers which are arranged in a 2D array 
and are positioned before a wide-aperture lens, as shown in Fig. 
2 [5]. Determined by its wavelength, each signal emerges from 
a specific output fiber of the AWGR, and the position of this 
fiber with respect to the lens axis defines the 2D direction in 
which the corresponding beam is launched. The combination of 
the pitch between the fibers in the array, the lens focal length 
and the desired distance to the image plane in which the mobile 
devices are present is designed such that the footprints of the 
beams touch each other and thus optimally cover the image 
plane. By putting the fiber array somewhat closer to the lens 
than the lens focal plane, the beams slightly diverge and thus 
the size of the beam steerer module can be significantly 
decreased and the coverage efficiency of the image plane be 
less dependent on the distance to the image plane [5]. Based on 
this AWGR-based 2D beam steering concept, we have shown 
up to 112Gbit/s PAM-4 downstream capacity per beam [6]. 
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Fig. 2 Wavelength-controlled 2D beam steering using an arrayed 

waveguide grating router 

The outline of our laboratory system demonstrator is shown 
in Fig. 3, and the realization in Fig. 4. The AWGR-based PRA 
for the downstream IR beams is mounted at the ceiling of the 
room, and next to it the 60GHz upstream receiver. The 60GHz 
receiver is equipped with a 30dBi horn antenna, which by 
panning and tilting in two dimensions can find the upstream 
60GHz signal emitted by the mobile device and thus localize it 
as well as establish the upstream connection. Each discrete 
downstream beam supported by the PRA defines a cell in the 
image area. By the local intelligence in the CCC, the pan/tilt 
coordinates which were found for the location of the mobile 
device are translated into the appropriate wavelength setting of 
the tunable transmitter for addressing this cell. 

For the beam steering module, we selected a commercially 
available high-speed f/0.95 camera lens with 50mm focal 
length. We combined a C-band AWGR with 96 output ports 
and an L-band AWGR with 48 ports, yielding 144 ports spaced 
by 50GHz according to the ITU grid, having a -3dB bandwidth 
of 35GHz and 24GHz, respectively. Using the design analysis 
reported in [5], a hexagonal 2D fiber array was constructed 
with a fiber pitch of 2.5mm. The entry opening of the camera 
lens allowed to fit 128 fibers. Thus 128 cells can be supported 
and cover an image area of 1.6×1.6m2 at 2.5m distance from 
the lens (i.e. a maximum half-angle of 18.6 degrees). Fig. 5.a 
shows the realization of the hexagonal 128 fibers array, Fig. 5.b 
the assembly of this array with the camera lens, and Fig. 5.c the 
integration with the composite C+L band AWGR. 
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Fig. 3 BROWSE laboratory system demonstrator 
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Fig. 4 Realization of system demonstrator 

At the mobile device, the IR downstream beam signal is 
received by a lensed collimator (f=37.1mm, NA=0.24) which 
feeds it via an SMF at a power level of about -16dBm to an 
SFP+ 10GbE transceiver. The upstream link operates at 61GHz 
and 10dBm, uses a 30dBi horn antenna and can convey up to 
10Gbit/s. The pan/tilt alignment of the receiving 30dBi horn 
antenna next to the PRA is controlled by a Raspberry Pi3 
board, which determines the device location coordinates and 
communicates these to the CCC. The CCC subsequently takes 
care of tuning the XFP transceiver such that the downstream IR 
beam accurately reaches the mobile device.  

 



   a) 

   b) 

   c) 

Fig. 5 Realizations of a) hexagonal 2D fiber array with 128 fibers, 
b) co-assembled with camera lens, c) co-assembled with C+L band 
AWGR 

IV. SYSTEM VALIDATION 
We validated the laboratory system in 10GbE (IEEE 

802.3ae) high-definition video streaming experiments as 
outlined in Fig. 6. Two computers are operating as video 
streamers using SFP+ transceivers, and through the BROWSE 
wireless system connect to two computers operating as clients. 
As the NIC boards in the servers did not support wavelength 
tuning, the signal from server 1 is at a fixed pre-set wavelength, 
and only the signal from server 2 after O/E conversion is 
wavelength-tuned by the CCC in a separate XFP transceiver. 
Both signals are power-combined in a 3dB coupler, boosted by 
an EDFA and via an SMF fed to the PRA. For the return path 
of client 2, its SFP+ output signal is O/E converted, modulated 
on a 61GHz carrier and emitted by its 30dBi upstream antenna. 
The 30dBi receiving horn antenna next to the PRA after 
completing its pan/tilt search downconverts the received signal 
and connects it via the XFP transceiver to the SFP+ Rx port in 
server 2. 

Two high-def video channels embedded in 10GbE packet 
streams have been simultaneously transmitted in the 
demonstrator. By bit-by-bit comparison of the received video 
with the transmitted video, the BER performance was 
evaluated. Due to the limited length of the video, the minimum 
measurable BER was 3×10-12; this BER level was achieved for 

-19dBm received power at client 1 and -23dBm at client 2; the 
difference is attributed to variations in the transceiver 
characteristics. Successful transmission of two flawless high-
def video streams by the demonstrator has been shown. 

 
Fig. 6 Real-time 10GbE transmission in the BROWSE system 

demonstrator 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Infrared narrow optical beams enable ultra-high capacity 

downstream wireless links, while securing a high level of 
privacy and high energy efficiency. Mm-wave techniques 
support mobile device localization and high-capacity upstream 
links. Autonomic system operation has been demonstrated by 
closing the control loop between localization and wavelength-
tuning for the IR beam steering, and transmission of two 
10GbE high-def video streams has been demonstrated.  
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